[10:53] Toby Considine: VoIP or the following can be used: 
Australia: +61 2 8355 1024
Austria: +43 (0) 7 2088 1403
Belgium: +32 (0) 28 08 4294
Canada: +1 (647) 497-9351
Denmark: +45 69 91 88 65
Finland: +358 (0) 942 41 5781
France: +33 (0) 182 880 459
Germany: +49 (0) 811 8899 6901
Ireland: +353 (0) 14 845 979
Italy: +39 0 699 36 98 81
Netherlands: +31 (0) 208 080 382
New Zealand: +64 (0) 4 974 7214
Norway: +47 21 03 58 99
Spain: +34 931 81 6669
Sweden: +46 (0) 852 503 499
Switzerland: +41 (0) 435 0167 09
United Kingdom: +44 (0) 207 151 1857
United States: +1 (619) 550-0006
Access Code: 273-998-026

We use GoToMeeting primarily as the telephone hub, and normally do not share screens during the meeting (It is difficult to vote on a presentation). If you think the agenda requires that we be on-line to share a screen, please let the chair know in advance so we can warn the TC Members.
https://www2.gotomeeting.com/join/273998026
Audio PIN: Shown after joining the meeting
Windows PC OSes, iOS, & Android platforms can be used. 

Thanks to LonMark for providing the international teleconference
[10:54] Toby Considine: 0. Roll call, Agenda review

1. Approval of minutes

2. FYI / announcements from Chair, Secretary

3. Discussion

3.A UML for oBIX?

3.B SOAP Binding for oBIX

3.C 1.1 Core

4. Any Other Business?

5. Adjourn

[11:03] Toby Considine: Craig / Markus / Toby / Bill
[11:04] Toby Considine: - Move / Craig Seconds / Minutes approved
[11:05] Markus Jung: i am here

[11:07] Toby Considine: Markus suggests Finish ENcoding, no news.
[11:08] Toby Considine: Encodings COnversation
[11:11] William Cox: PDF with line numbers -  OBIX-Encodings-v1.0-wd02_no_track
[11:13] William Cox: M: EXI line 432 . W3 spec for expressing XML. Like a compressed representation of XML documents. Useful for constrained environments with limited bandwidth, don't want fragmentation on link layer.  XML to Binary rep.  Like a compression using ZIP but more powerful - if a schema can be provivided build grammar (like entropy encoding). Efficient rep.
[11:13] William Cox: Parser works directly on the EXI information.
[11:14] William Cox: B are there stream parsers that take EXI?
[11:15] William Cox: M: OpenEXI - stream parser, but transforms it first. Nagacina library from ? Toshiba?
[11:16] William Cox: B: need public URIs for W3 rec, other public docs
[11:16] William Cox: M: :Can use for non-schema-informed node. No coupling client-server; every line can reconstruct the original XML document. No so efficient - more efficient if large documents and text based info. For small packets not so useful.
[11:16] William Cox: Schema-informed EXI - useful if provide schema.
[11:17] William Cox: For my prototype used obix XSD only for basic data model.
[11:17] William Cox: (refs on 9)
[11:18] William Cox: M: More efficient - 3 instead of 10-12 bytes. Has the problem that every client and server need the same schema - strong C-Server coupling. Since obix data model is standard, no problem .
[11:18] William Cox: B: so you'd need the XSD schema on the other end?
[11:18] William Cox: C: Use non-schema for the XSD, then use the schema-informed.
[11:18] William Cox: M: Yes grammear pre-preocessing, and transformation table for exi. Maybe useful without only once.
[11:19] William Cox: CG define in the spec?
[11:21] William Cox: T: If know the issues, define the bootstrapping. Maybe optional. If want maximal uptake of EXI in the realms where it makes sense.
[11:21] William Cox: B: any decoupling with EXI?
[11:21] William Cox: T: If advertize do bootstrap in standard way, say what that standard way is.
[11:21] William Cox: B: Agree.
[11:22] William Cox: C: Seems like a similar technique to the binary obix encoding defined earlier. I'm not as familiar with EXI encoding - how different is it? Do we want both, or ?
[11:23] William Cox: M: Regarding message size - equivalent, EXI slightly better. Minor improvement. 4 bytes obix binary, 3 with EXI schema-informed. Basically the same. The obix binary processing speed is better than the EXI processor, but the EXI processor that directly operates on EXI for XML processing is better than plain XML or JSN.
[11:23] William Cox: Big advantage : don't need to specify your own binary. For obix binary need library.
[11:23] William Cox: Do for every technology with binary encoding.
[11:24] William Cox: EXI standardized - std libs and open source libraries, maturing. Have the same efficiency as def your own binary encoding.
[11:24] William Cox: B: suggest EXI - don't delete the obix binary encoding.
[11:25] William Cox: C: Look like doing the same kind of thing. Differences, motivate removal of binary, now or later?
[11:26] William Cox: In company prods.
[11:27] William Cox: B: much effort on EXI, maturing per my knowledge and M. New impl consider EXI.
[11:28] William Cox: M: Consider which EXI and which options (alignment options) - e.g. express a character string, or boolean - EXI byte aligned, or bitpacked.  Remove byte boundaries and compress as much as possible. If characters may be able to read.  if EXI is used which options? How can server express which is used.
[11:30] William Cox: M: Schema informed -s ytandardized XSD of the obix data model. Important to be
[11:30] William Cox: M Suggest bigpacked.
[11:32] William Cox: C How much difference in compression?
[11:32] William Cox: Debug capability important.
[11:33] William Cox: B: handshake to get XSD in clear, then det what communication
[11:33] William Cox: C: Negotiate - and if you do here is how. The path is defined deps on server/client
[11:33] William Cox: M: About objects - more information about what encodings, options, where can find XSD. Another problem is a MIME type for EXI.
[11:34] William Cox: No way to express schema-informed or not.
[11:34] Toby Considine: EXI Messaging Requirements
                draft-doi-exi-messaging-requirements-01

Abstract

   EXI (Efficient XML Interchange) is a specification on efficient
   encoding of XML.  EXI is useful if an application requires XML based
   message exchange but no sufficient resource is available.  However,
   schema-informed mode of EXI needs some out-of-band coordination
   between communicating nodes.  This document discusses requirement on
   use of schema-informed EXI as a message exchange format on the
   Internet systems.
[11:34] Toby Considine: http://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-doi-exi-messaging-requirements-01
[11:35] William Cox: B: mime type?
[11:36] William Cox: M: mime type for obix binary; web based/restful use the MIME type. Want this information as XML, as JSN, as obix binary, as EXI.
[11:36] Toby Considine: http://www.w3.org/TR/exi-best-practices/
[11:36] William Cox: Tools for different encodings use in heading for http protocol.
[11:36] Toby Considine: The purpose of this document is to provide guidelines for the interoperable deployment of the Efficient XML Interchange (EXI) format. It provides explanations of format features and techniques to support interoperable information exchanges using EXI. While intended primarily as a practical guide for systems architects and programmers, it also presents information suitable for the general reader interested in EXI's intended role in the expanding Web.
[11:36] William Cox: C Lot of negotiation is handled in http header fields. Need to define a similar mech for SOAP or COAP or whatever bindings we do. Almost binding-level thing.
[11:37] William Cox: Had that same issue in looking at 1.1 stack. Some things in there - "add to about object" but if add, get the same bootstrap issue on reading.
[11:37] William Cox: M: Everyone has to support at least HTTP and XML to query the about object. For embedded device it's a problem. Maybe only COAP and EXI - out of band bootstrapping?
[11:37] William Cox: I or system engineeer gets the info that this device has only these bindings.
[11:38] William Cox: C: Sounds easy to say if have ... require ...; but serve XML and HTTP could be a lot of extra burden in memory footprint. Could define inthe binding.
[11:40] William Cox: T: see links.
[11:40] William Cox: T: paragraph at start of obix binary - supported but deprecated; analogous paragraph at start of EXI. Use standards for bootstrapping.
[11:41] William Cox: B: note that the EXI thing is an internet draft - same issues as with vavailability.
[11:41] Toby Considine: http://www.w3.org/TR/exi-impacts/
[11:42] William Cox: M: ACTION /homewrk - how using bootstrapping in other environments; may be human/out of band in most limited case.
[11:43] William Cox: T: drafts...need to point out that HTTP 1.1 got a working draft that worked, all too busy using it to make money. A stable draft that's never approved may be all you ever need.
[11:43] William Cox: C: Hadn't included the JSN comments?
[11:43] William Cox: M: Yes, not yet - try to do next week.
[11:44] William Cox1: SOAP binding (M) - introduce the COAP binding for constrained, like the HTTP section. More value than defining the SOAP binding - compat with existing applications; COAP will be something new.
[11:44] William Cox1: T: Are you saying I should requst a COAP binding document?
[11:45] William Cox1: M: No, go into existing bindings document. Similar to HTTP but optimized.
[11:45] William Cox1: Fits perfectly into REST, W3? IETF? group working on constrained REST bindings.
[11:45] William Cox1: C: Section 2 in obix REST 1.0 document.
[11:45] William Cox1: C: Section 2 in obix REST 1.0 document.
[11:46] William Cox1: M: Craigis resp editor for that bindings - work on just that section?
[11:47] William Cox1: C: latest on web is wd03. Start from wd03.
[11:47] William Cox1: B: suggest M create wd04 complete from wd03.
[11:48] William Cox1: Please always post docx and pdf - good habit.
[11:48] William Cox1: T: going forward - clean document and changes marked.
[11:49] William Cox1: T: when I post, post as revisions of the same document - the clean PDF with line numbers is the last. Find all, keep them together.
[11:50] William Cox1: C: Doing with 1.1.
[11:50] William Cox1: ACTION T post order for revisions.
[11:51] William Cox1: Go from WD04 - don't revise history. (T)
[11:51] William Cox1: 1.1 CORE
[11:51] William Cox1: C: No changes since last week; didn't have M and T. There were a number of changes in the document trying to capture some things we'd discussed to get into the core.
[11:51] William Cox1: 2.0 wasn't involving core changes; capture what we wanted.
[11:52] William Cox1: Chris and Bill and I walked through - look at it.
[11:52] William Cox1: ACTION READ OFF LINE - significant - and comment on the list
[11:53] William Cox1: C: Changes - key thing we've come across is a more concise way of encoding histories. Two ways - one is to define the formats you're able to convey your histories in, client can read the formats, request history with one of those formats, get URI to history. History could be ?CSI? file.
[11:54] William Cox1: a ?CSE? file full of data. Or compact history - obix XML artifacts, slightly condensed where don't ahve to have the same thing (not all child sep, CSlist). Some revisions to obix encodings.
[11:55] William Cox1: B: 1.x as enhancement; consider for 2?
[11:56] William Cox1: C: 2 wouldn't change the core spec so need changes in 1.1
[11:56] William Cox1: B: I'd missed that.
[11:56] William Cox1: C: Constructing the next generation, don't want to be held to the current history format - pretty verbose.
[11:56] William Cox1: B: had the same conversation with a CMU guy about sensor history
[11:57] William Cox1: C: Tagging - most obvious example - using a tag dictionary like haystack, you want to be able to express that and put a bit into 8.5 that defines this as an alternate hierarchy. Go through /uri space, navigate and get tags associated with that particular point - use ";" as delimiter into metadata space (expect not its own hierarchy, but one level beyond that point).
[11:58] William Cox1: T: Thanks for the good overview of the meeting I missed.
[11:58] William Cox1: B: move to adjourn, C second.
[11:59] William Cox1: Adjourned
